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Abstract

This paper describes and analyzes a series of
nearly �� CFD test cases performed as a contribu�
tion to the second Drag Prediction Workshop� held
in association with the AIAA in June ����� Two
con�gurations are included� DLR�F	 wing�body and
wing�body�nacelle�pylon� The ability of CFD to pre�
dict the drag� lift� and pitching moment from exper�
iment 
 including the �delta� arising from the ad�
dition of the nacelle and pylon 
 is assessed� In
general� at a �xed angle of attack CFD overpre�
dicts lift� but predicts the CL reasonably well�
At low lift levels �CL � ����� CD is ��
�� drag
counts ���
���� high� At the target lift coe�cient
of CL � ���� CD is overpredicted by between ��

�	 counts� However� the primary contribution of this
paper is not so much the assessment of CFD against
experiment� but rather a detailed assessment and
analysis of CFD variation� The series of test cases
are designed to determine the sensitivity�variability
of CFD to a variety of factors� including grid� tur�
bulence model� transition� code� and viscous model�
Using medium�level grids �	
�� million points� at
the target lift coe�cient� the maximum variation in
drag due to di�erent grids is �
�� drag counts� due
to code is �
�� counts� due to turbulence model is
�
�� counts� due to transition is ��
�� counts� and
due to viscous model is �
� counts� Other speci�c
variations are described in the paper�

� Introduction

Drag prediction to the level of accuracy desired
by airframe manufacturers is currently not possi�
ble with CFD� Grid resolution and numerical accu�
racy� as well as transition and turbulence modeling
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issues cause uncertainty and prevent con�dent as�
sessments� It is therefore important to routinely ex�
amine CFD capabilities in this area by methodically
assessing the in�uence of various numerical param�
eters and physical models�

A Drag Prediction Workshop �DPW�I� was held
in June ���� to determine the numerical variation on
a simple wing�body con�guration �DLR�F���� Sev�
eral papers were written assessing the overall re�
sults of that workshop���� including statistical anal�
ysis� DPW�I results involving the current authors
were also summarized���� A second Drag Prediction
Workshop �DPW�II� was held in June ���� for the
generic DLR�F	 con�guration�� both as a wing�body
alone �WB� as well as wing�body with nacelle�pylon
�WBNP�� The current paper summarizes a contribu�
tion to this e�ort with two CFD codes widely used
in the U�S� aerospace industry� OVERFLOW and
CFL�D�

OVERFLOW��� is an overset �Chimera�� struc�
tured grid Navier�Stokes �ow solver based on the
�nite di�erence method� It can be run using second�
order central di�erencing or third�order upwind dif�
ferencing with �ux di�erence�splitting �FDS�� For all
results in this study� FDS was used� OVERFLOW is
advanced in time with �rst�order implicit time ad�
vancement� It was developed at NASA for multi�
ple�moving body transonic aerodynamics problems�
and has been used for a wide variety of geometries
and �ow regimes� from low subsonic through hyper�
sonic speeds�	��


CFL�D�� is a �nite volume method that has also
been used extensively for complex aerospace appli�
cations� It uses third�order upwind�biased spatial
di�erencing on the convective and pressure terms�
and second�order di�erencing on the viscous terms�
it is globally second�order spatially accurate� FDS
is employed to obtain �uxes at the cell faces� It is
advanced in time with an implicit three�factor ap�
proximate factorization method�

For this DPW�II study� required single point
��xed CL� and drag polar cases were run using two
di�erent supplied grid systems for both the WB and
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WBNP con�gurations� The e�ect of grid was inves�
tigated� and �ow solver options evaluated included
turbulence model choice� free transition ��fully tur�
bulent�� vs� speci�ed transition� code� and viscous
model �thin�layer in one direction vs� thin�layer in
three directions vs� full Navier�Stokes��

The choice of turbulence model typically has less
e�ect on aerodynamic forces in the attached �ow
regimes that characterize cruise than at o��design
conditions in the presence of �ow separation� Al�
though the lift coe�cient values for the DPW�II
workshop cases were below bu�et� there was evi�
dence of separated regions in the experiment� There�
fore� the behavior of three di�erent turbulence mod�
els was examined and documented� These models
included the one�equation Spalart�Allmaras �SA����

two�equation Menter shear�stress transport �SST����

and two�equation explicit algebraic stress in k�omega
form �EASM�ko�������

This paper is organized as follows� Section �
brie�y outlines key points from the numerical meth�
ods and turbulence models of the two codes� then
section � summarizes the computations performed
for this study� Results are given in section �� and
summary and conclusions are made in section ��

� Computational Approach

��� Numerical Methods

Details concerning the equations and numerical
methods in OVERFLOW���
 and CFL�D�� are
given in their respective references� Here� we brie�y
point out some of the key issues relevant to the cur�
rent study�

The Navier�Stokes equations can be written in
vector form for an arbitrary coordinate system ���
�� �� as�

� bQ
�t

�
�� bF � bFv�

��
�
�� bG� bGv�

��
�
�� bH � bHv�

��
� �

���

where bQ is the vector of conserved variables bQ �
��� �u� �v� �w� �E��J � and J is the metric Jacobian�
� is density� u� v� w are the velocity components�
and E is the total energy� Terms are nondimen�
sionalized by freestream density� freestream speed of
sound� freestream molecular viscosity� and a refer�
ence length L� The bF � bG� and bH terms represent
inviscid �uxes� and bFv� bGv� and bHv terms represent
viscous �uxes �including turbulence e�ects�� These
expressions are not given here� but can be found�
for example� in Krist et al��� The viscous �uxes are
made up of terms involving derivatives of the shear

stress and viscous heat �ux�
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where the eddy viscosity term 
T has been included�
it brings in the turbulence e�ects for linear eddy�
viscosity turbulence models� Note that the viscous
heat �ux has been written using the gradient of local
speed of sound �a� squared� rather than gradient of
temperature�

For full Navier�Stokes� the viscous �uxes are ex�
panded in the ��� �� �� coordinate system via
the chain rule� and all terms are retained� For
the thin�layer approximation in three directions� all
cross�derivative terms �e�g�� ������������� are ne�
glected� For the thin�layer approximation in one
direction �the body�normal direction�� all cross�
derivative terms are neglected and all viscous terms
in the two coordinate directions parallel to solid
walls are also neglected� The assumption of thin�
layer in the body�normal direction is often reason�
able for high Reynolds number aerodynamic �ows�
because typically only the shear stress and heat
�ux derivatives normal to solid walls are signi�cant�
Also� often the grid resolution in directions parallel
to solid walls is insu�cient to adequately resolve the
viscous terms�

CFL�D has the capability for thin�layer in one�
two� or three coordinate directions� but not full
Navier�Stokes� OVERFLOW has the capability for
any of the approximations including full Navier�
Stokes� Typically� most users of both codes uti�
lize thin�layer in the body�normal direction for high
Reynolds number aerodynamic �ows� although this
general practice may be changing� Note� however�
that to utilize this approximation in CFL�D� the
same coordinate direction ��� for example� must be
the body�normal direction everywhere in the grid�
This was not true in the ��to�� grids used in this
study� so thin�layer in all three coordinate directions
had to be used with CFL�D in these cases�

��� Turbulence Models

A brief summary of the turbulence models is now
given� The complete equations can be found in their
respective references� The SA model is a widely�used
one�equation model for a term related to the eddy
viscosity� There are several versions with minor vari�
ations in use today� CFL�D employs the version of
the model that is given in Spalart and Allmaras���

In its default mode of operation� OVERFLOW em�
ploys a modi�cation to the SA model that is un�
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published� it employs an additional term fv� that
multiplies part of the source term �see Rumsey et
al��� for details�� However� for all the cases run in
this study� the same SA model�� was used in both
codes�

The SST model is a two�equation model for k and
 that represents a blend between more traditional
k�� and k� models� It also contains a limiter that
allows the model to account for the transport of the
principal shear stress in adverse pressure gradient
boundary layers�

Both SA and SST are linear eddy viscosity mod�
els� The third model employed in the current study�
EASM�ko� is a nonlinear eddy viscosity model� Like
SST� EASM�ko obtains an eddy viscosity 
T by solv�
ing two transport equations for k and � This model
is derived directly from the full Reynolds stress equa�
tions� by making simplifying assumptions������ The
end result is that the eddy viscosity is derived as


T � C�
�

�k


���

where C�
� is a variable rather than the usual con�

stant� The nonlinear terms come in as additional
terms that are added to Eq� �� These nonlinear
terms are functions of combinations of Sij and Wij�
where Sij � ��ui��xj��uj��xi��� is the strain rate
tensor and Wij � ��ui��xj � �uj��xi��� is the ro�
tation rate tensor� Nonlinear terms are known to
be important for computing certain �ows such as
corner��ow in a square duct �where the corner re�
circulation is driven by turbulent stress di�erences��
but it has not yet been demonstrated how impor�
tant they are for aircraft con�gurations� EASM�ko
is available in CFL�D� but not in OVERFLOW�

� Computations Performed

Tables �� �� and � detail the nearly �� computa�
tions performed for the current e�ort� whose com�
bined purpose was to study� ��� grid e�ects using
the same code and turbulence model� ��� turbu�
lence model e�ects using the same grid and code�
��� transition location e�ects using the same grid�
code and turbulence model� ��� the e�ect of code
�OVERFLOW compared to CFL�D� using the same
grid and turbulence model� and ��� viscous model�
ing e�ects using the same grid� code� and turbulence
model� In Table �� note that case ���	 �CFL�D on
the overset grid for WBNP�f�� was planned� but was
not run due to resource constraints�

In these tables� �C��to�� stands for CFL�D using
a ��to�� �point�matched� grid� �C�overset� stands
for CFL�D using an overset grid� and �O�overset�
stands for OVERFLOW using an overset grid� For

the viscous model� �t�� stands for thin�layer in one
direction �the direction normal to the body surface��
�t�� stands for thin�layer in all three grid coordinate
directions� and �full� stands for full Navier�Stokes�
For the case designations� �WB� stands for wing�
body con�guration� �WBNP� stands for wing�body�
nacelle�pylon� ��c�� stands for coarse grid� ��m��
stands for medium� and ��f�� stands for �ne� When
the codes were run �fully turbulent�� the turbulence
was allowed to develop everywhere �i�e�� the turbu�
lence model transitioned on its own�� When the
codes were run �transition speci�ed�� the produc�
tion terms in the turbulence models were turned o�
in speci�c regions where laminar �ow was desired�
In order to approximately match experimentally�
observed transition locations� these designated re�
gions were as follows� ��� ��� of the local chord on
the wing lower surface� ��� variable location on the
upper surface� using patches to approximate �� of
the local chord at the root� ��� at the kink� ��� at
�y�B � ������ and �� at the tip� ��� �� mm behind
the fuselage nose� and ��� �� mm behind the nacelle
leading edge on the outside and �� mm behind the
nacelle leading edge on the inside�

The WBNP con�guration is shown in Fig� �� The
shaded areas at the front of the nose� wing� and na�
celle show the regions where turbulence production
was turned o�� This �gure also shows the span loca�
tions on the wing where pressure taps were located
�same for WB�� The approximate pressure tap loca�
tions on the nacelle are shown in Fig� ��

A summary of the grid sizes employed is given
in Table �� These grids were made available to the
DPW�II committee for use by the participants of
the workshop� All grids had a far�eld extent of at
least ��
�� MAC from the body� where MAC repre�
sents the mean aerodynamic chord� Minimum nor�
mal spacing at walls was set so that y� � �� Un�
fortunately� the ��to�� grids turned out to be inade�
quate in several important respects� These de�cien�
cies will be described in section ����

Force and moment results for all cases are tabu�
lated in Tables �� 	� and �� The half model refer�
ence area was ������ mm�� the mean aerodynamic
chord was ����� mm� and the projected half span was
����	�� mm� The moment reference point was �����
mm behind the fuselage nose �in the x�direction��
and at a vertical position of z � ������ mm rela�
tive to the origin of the supplied grids� For �xed CL

cases� the angle�of�attack � was adjusted to achieve
a lift coe�cient of CL � ���� ������

It should be noted that because the overset grids
in this study had overlapped regions on the body�
it was necessary to take into account the overlap�
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ping when computing forces and moments� to avoid
�double�counting�� The same tool� overint��	 was
used to process both OVERFLOW and CFL�D over�
set solutions�

For the majority of the cases� the L�� norm of
density�equation residual typically dropped �
� or�
ders of magnitude� lift converged to within ������
and drag converged to within ������ ��� drag
count�� These were considered to be criteria for con�
vergence� Notes are also included in Tables �
� to
indicate the approximate range in force and moment
coe�cients for cases that did not converge� �i�e�� for
which the computed forces and moments were oscil�
latory�� In these non�converging cases� the numbers
reported in columns �
� represent the computed val�
ues when the computation was stopped� All runs
were performed with local time stepping �not time�
accurately��

� Results

All cases were computed at M � ����� at a
Reynolds number of Re � ����	�� per mm� which
corresponds to Re � � � ��� based on MAC� The
grids each represented half of the full con�gura�
tion� and symmetry boundary conditions were ap�
plied along the center plane�

��� Comparisons with Experiment

Figs� �� �� and � show summary plots of CFD com�
pared to experiment� In these plots� all the CFD re�
sults used speci�ed transition and the medium �m�
sized grids� and all are lumped together without dis�
tinguishing between grid types� codes� or turbulence
models� These distinctions� as well as the e�ects of
grid density� will be presented in later sections� The
case numbers plotted here are ���
����� The purpose
for showing the results in this generic way is to give
the reader a feel for ��� the overall variation in the
CFD� and ��� how well CFD on the whole compared
against experiment�

As was also seen for results in the �rst drag pre�
diction workshop DLR�F� case� computed lift coe��
cient for the DLR�F	 was higher than CL measured
experimentally� by between ����
���� at any given
angle of attack� Drag coe�cients followed the trend
of the experimental results very well� but were some�
what low for WB by about ��
�� drag counts at all
lift levels� and were somewhat high for WBNP at the
lower lift levels� Moment coe�cient values di�ered
from experiment by as much as ����
�����

Regarding trends� the CFD generally predicted
the CL � �CL�WBNP � CL�WB� of approximately
���	 between WB and WBNP reasonably well at the
higher angles of attack� but predicted too small a

CL at the lower angles of attack� The CD was
overpredicted by CFD by ��
�� drag counts ���

���� at the lower lift levels �CL � ����� the CD

prediction was better at higher lift levels� Little can
be said about the prediction of the moment trends�
other than the fact that the di�erence in slopes be�
tween WB and WBNP was generally predicted� The
CFD did not capture the breaks in the moment
curves near CL � ����� At the target condition of
CL � ���� the CD in the experiment was �� counts�
CFD predicted CD between approximately �� and
�� counts ���
�	 counts high compared to experi�
ment��

Typical surface pressure �Cp� comparisons be�
tween CFD and experiment are shown at eight span
stations for WB in Fig� 	� The CFD results plotted
here are case numbers ��� and ����� Using CL � ���
in the CFD resulted in poor comparison with ex�
perimental surface pressures� On the other hand�
running CFD at the same angle of attack as experi�
ment �� � ������ yielded much better comparisons�
including correct shock position prediction� The fact
that CFD predicted wing pressures in very good
agreement with experiment at � � ������ yet yielded
too high a lift �by over ���� is di�cult to explain� It
seems to imply that either ��� the lift force over the
fuselage part of the WB con�guration was overpre�
dicted by the CFD� or ��� there was a wind tunnel
correction or other modeling �delity issue not being
properly accounted for in the CFD runs�

Typical Cp comparisons between CFD and exper�
iment are shown at eight span stations for WBNP in
Fig� �� The CFD results plotted here are case num�
bers ��� and ����� Like the WB case� running CFD
at the same angle of attack as experiment �� � �����
yielded the best results in comparison with exper�
imental pressures� matching the lift yielded worse
results� Note the signi�cant disagreement between
CFD and experiment at span station �y�B � �����
on the wing lower surface just inboard of the pylon�
This disagreement will be explored in greater detail
in section ������

��� Grid Density Study

Fig� � shows the e�ect of grid density on the WB
and WBNP cases� for CL � ��� using the SA tur�
bulence model� Experimental levels are included for
reference� In these cases� represented by case num�
bers ���
��	� ����
����� and ����
����� the compu�
tations were performed fully turbulent� The drag
coe�cient is plotted as a function of total number of
grid points raised to the ���� power� If the grids are
of the same family and lie in the asymptotic region�
then a globally�second�order spatially accurate code
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�such as CFL�D and OVERFLOW� should produce
values that lie in a straight line� Clearly� this is not
the case here�

This �gure shows some unexpected trends� First�
for the WB case using the same overset grids�
CFL�D and OVERFLOW appeared to be converg�
ing toward di�erent solutions as the grid was re�
�ned �the curves cross�� Considered individually�
and making the assumption that the two �nest grids
lie within the asymptotic region� CFL�D was head�
ing toward an in�nitely�re�ned solution near CD �
������� whereas OVERFLOW was heading toward
a value about �� drag counts lower� This di�er�
ence indicates that either the two codes had mod�
eled terms or boundary conditions that were not
identical� and�or the medium grid �nearly � million
grid points � was still not �ne enough to lie in the
asymptotic region for grid convergence for this case�
CFL�D was not able to complete WBNP�f� on the
overset grid due to resource limitations� so no �rm
conclusions can be drawn regarding that case�

The second unexpected trend was the behavior of
the WBNP case with CFL�D on the ��to�� grids�
A relatively large drop in CD occurred between the
medium and �ne levels� which appeared to be too
large in comparison with the other cases� This dis�
crepancy may in part be a result of several de�cien�
cies in the ��to�� grids� The WBNP grid system was
generally non�smooth� was non�orthogonal in places
�even near the body where normal spacing is gen�
erally very desirable�� and there were many sudden
grid spacing changes when passing from one zone to
another� Fig� � shows a grid plane around the wing
from the WBNP�m� grid� where some of these de��
ciencies in the ��to�� WBNP grid system are evident�
�See Rumsey et al��� for a list of �best practices��
including grid generation� for aircraft con�gurations
of this type�� Also� for both WB and WBNP� the
three levels of grid �c�� �m�� and �f� were not re�ned
in a consistent fashion� For example� although there
were more overall grid points� many parts of the �ner
grids contained regions where certain directions were
not re�ned at all� or were re�ned inconsistently� As
a result� successive grid levels did not belong to the
same grid �families�� and hence cannot exhibit ex�
pected convergence characteristics�

In spite of the problems discussed above� this
study can give a feeling for the variation in drag coef�
�cient due to changes in grid size� For the WB case�
between the medium and �ne level grids� the drag
changed by ���� �� drag counts� for CFL�D ���to����
���� �� count� for CFL�D �overset�� and ��	� ���
counts� for OVERFLOW �overset�� For the WBNP
case� between the medium and �ne level grids� the

drag changed by ���� �� counts� for CFL�D ���to�
��� and ���� �� counts� for OVERFLOW �overset��
Looking at the data another way� if we estimate

�based on trends in Fig� �� the in�nitely�re�ned WB
solution to be CD � ������� then the maximum er�
ror in drag on a �ne grid ��� million points� was
���� �� counts�� the maximum error on a medium
grid �	
� million points� was ���� ��� counts�� and
the maximum error on a coarse grid ��
� million
points� was ���� ��� counts�� Similarly� if we es�

timate the in�nitely�re�ned WBNP solution to be
CD � ������� then the maximum error in drag on
a �ne grid ��	 million points� was ���� �� counts��
the maximum error on a medium grid ��
�� million
points� was ���� �� counts� and the maximum error
on a coarse grid ��
� million points� was ���� ��	
counts��

The picture is less clear when considering grid con�
vergence of the parameter �angle�of�attack needed to
achieve CL � ����� shown in Fig� ��� In both WB
and WBNP cases� there was no clear trend toward
a grid�converged value as the grid was re�ned�

Fig� �� shows the e�ect of grid density on surface
pressure coe�cient for WB at the two span stations
where the biggest di�erences are visible� This �gure
plots OVERFLOW results on the overset grids �case
numbers ����
������ CFL�D results� not shown�
show similar variation between the three grid lev�
els on the overset grids� At �y�B � ����� there
were signi�cant di�erences between all three results
near the upper surface trailing edge� This is the re�
gion where there was a wing�root separation bubble�
which will be discussed in greater depth in sections
����� and ������ At �y�B � ������ there was little
variation between the coarse and medium grid lev�
els� but a larger change between the medium and
�ne levels� The biggest change was the shock loca�
tion� which was probably a result of the lower angle
of attack required to match CL � ��� on the �ne
grid� This result highlights the fact that even the
medium grid �	��	 million grid points� was not �ne
enough to capture some key physical features� and
thus it is unlikely that its results lie in the asymp�
totic range of grid convergence� Whether the �ne
grid ������ million grid points� was �ne enough can�
not be proven without using one or more �ner grids�
The e�ects of grid density on surface pressures for
WBNP were very similar to those shown for WB� so
results are not shown here�

��� CFD Variation

����� E�ect of Grid

Section ��� described the grid density studies for
WB and WBNP� Here we look in detail at one of the
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primary di�erences between results using the ��to��
grid system as opposed to the overset grid system
in the WBNP case� This di�erence is believed to be
a result of insu�cient grid resolution in the ��to��
grids used for this study�

Recall Fig� �� which showed a large di�erence be�
tween CFD and experiment on the wing lower sur�
face at span station �y�B � ������ just inboard of
the pylon� Fig� �� shows results at this span station
using CFL�D on the ��to�� grid� CFL�D on the over�
set grid� and OVERFLOW on the overset grid �case
numbers ���� ����� and ������ CFL�D on the ��to��
grid predicted a completely di�erent character from
either code on the overset grid� yielding surface pres�
sures in good agreement with experiment� Surface
pressures are shown in Fig� �� on the nacelle itself�
Results were overall in good agreement with experi�
ment� and each of the three CFD results agreed well
with each other� with one exception� the result us�
ing the ��to�� grid exhibited di�erent behavior on
the inboard side �! � ����� from ��	 � x�c � ��

Surface streamlines under the wing near the in�
board side of the pylon are shown in Fig� �� �case
number ����� and Fig� �� �case number ���� for
CFL�D on the overset and ��to�� grids� respectively�
The overset grid showed a signi�cant region of sep�
aration� whereas the ��to�� grid showed no sign of
separation� Which was the better solution" Grid
convergence studies for each grid system� not shown�
indicated little e�ect in this region as each grid was
re�ned� However� the ��to�� system was described
earlier as having been re�ned inconsistently� so its
grid re�nement study was not meaningful� Com�
pared with experiment� the ��to�� result was in bet�
ter agreement� but this may have been coincidence�

A view of the medium overset grid at the inner
pylon region is shown in Fig� �	� and the medium
��to�� grid is shown in Fig� ��� The overset grid was
signi�cantly �ner� particularly on and near the py�
lon� In fact� even the coarse overset grid �not shown�
was �ner than any of the ��to�� grids in some areas�
Based on our experience� and considering the fact
that the overset grids utilized uniform grid re�ne�
ment in all coordinate directions� it is believed that
the overset grids were providing the more accurate
solution from the numerical point of view� The fact
that overset grid results agreed poorly with experi�
ment inboard of the pylon was likely a modeling issue
�turbulence model� transition e�ect� or geometric ��
delity��

����� E�ect of Turbulence Model
The e�ect of three di�erent turbulence models

�SA� SST� and EASM�ko� at CL � ���� fully tur�
bulent� was assessed for both WB and WBNP us�

ing medium level ��to�� grids in CFL�D �case num�
bers ���� ���� ���
������ The results for WB var�
ied from a low of CD � ������� for SST to a high
of CD � ������� for SA �� drag count di�erence��
EASM�ko was between� Most of the drag di�er�
ence was from the viscous drag component� The
three turbulence models di�ered by less than � count
in pressure drag� The results for WBNP varied
from a low of CD � ������	 for SST to a high of
CD � ������� for SA ��� drag count di�erence��
Again� most of the drag di�erence was from the vis�
cous drag component� The three turbulence models
di�ered by less than 	 counts in pressure drag�

OVERFLOW was also used at CL � ���� fully
turbulent to determine the variation between SA and
SST �case numbers ����� ����� ����� and ������ For
WB� the variation between drag for SA and SST
was � drag count� SST yielded higher pressure drag
than SA �by � counts� and lower viscous drag �by �
counts�� For WBNP� the variation between drag for
SA and SST was less than � drag count� SST yielded
higher pressure drag �by 	 counts� and lower viscous
drag �by � counts��

To show typical results� pressure coe�cients are
plotted for WBNP�m� using CFL�D on the ��to��
grid in Fig� �� at two of the span stations that show
the greatest variation between turbulence models�
These results represent case numbers ���� ���� and
����� The most signi�cant di�erences occurred at
the upper surface trailing edge region near the wing
root� in the area of the separation bubble� Fig� ��
shows wing root separation size� for the various tur�
bulence models using CFL�D on the ��to�� WB�m�
and WBNP�m� grids� The x�axis shows the approxi�
mate maximum spanwise bubble width on the wing�
and the y�axis shows the approximate streamwise
bubble length� Thus� a larger bubble is plotted near
the upper right of the plot� and a smaller bubble
near the lower left� In general� the SA model pre�
dicted the largest bubble and EASM�ko predicted
the smallest�

The e�ect of turbulence model was also investi�
gated with transition speci�ed for the WB case� us�
ing the medium level ��to�� grid� Drag polar results
are shown in Fig� ��� The case numbers plotted here
are ���
���� and ����
����� As discussed in section
���� the WB results tended to be to the left of the
experimental drag polar� However� the main point
here is the variation due to turbulence model� As
shown� this variation ranged from � drag counts at
the lower angles of attack to �� drag counts at the
higher angles� Most of this variation was due to the
SST model� which tended to give lower drag lev�
els than the other models in CFL�D� Between SA
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and EASM�ko the variation was at most only � drag
counts over the entire polar range�

����� E�ect of Transition

Several cases were run to determine the e�ect of
�xing transition �at the locations described in sec�
tion ��� as opposed to running fully turbulent� Note�
however� that �fully turbulent� does not mean tur�
bulent everywhere� This is a popular misconception�
What it really means is that turbulence was allowed
to develop everywhere� but each model transitioned
to turbulence on its own� Precise locations were not
determined for the current study� However� Rumsey
and Biedron� documented transition locations for
CFL�D runs of the the DLR�F�� In that study� SA
was found to transition the furthest forward� near
���� of the local chord at a particular span station�
while EASM�ko was found to transition the furthest
aft� near ����� The e�ect of this transition location
di�erence for a given turbulence model was found to
be very small�

Fig� �� shows a typical e�ect of transition on sur�
face pressure coe�cients� in this case for WBNP�m�
using OVERFLOW �case numbers ���� and ��	��
Two representative span stations are shown� The
di�erences were very small� Transition did not have
much of an e�ect on the separated region inboard of
the pylon� and at �y�B � ����� the shock position
shifted only slightly� For OVERFLOW� transition
speci�ed gave a lower drag than fully turbulent by
�� counts for WB� and �
	 counts for WBNP� For
CFL�D� transition speci�ed gave a lower drag than
fully turbulent by �� counts for WB ���to��� and
by � counts for WB �overset�� transition speci�ed
gave a lower drag than fully turbulent by �� counts
for WBNP ���to���� but it gave a higher drag by �
counts for WBNP �overset�� The reason for this dis�
crepancy �WBNP transition speci�ed giving higher
drag than fully turbulent using CFL�D� may be re�
lated to the inboard pylon separation�

����� E�ect of Code

Figs� ��� ��� and �� show di�erences in forces and
moments predicted by CFL�D and OVERFLOW
for both the WB and WBNP cases� on the over�
set medium grid using SA with transition speci�ed�
These plots represent case numbers ���	
����� ����

����� ����
����� and ����
����� CFL�D yielded lower
lift values at a given angle of attack than OVER�
FLOW for all cases� The maximum di�erence in lift
coe�cient was ����	� for WBNP at � � ����� the
maximum di�erence in drag coe�cient was �������
for WB at � � ���� and the maximum di�erence in
moment coe�cient was ������ for WBNP at � � ����

Typical pressure coe�cients for CFL�D and
OVERFLOW are plotted for WB in Fig� ��� for
CL � ��� fully turbulent �case numbers ���� and
������ The two span stations shown exhibited the
largest di�erences between the two codes� The sen�
sitive wing�root�juncture separated region was pre�
dicted di�erently by the two codes� and also at
�y�B � ����� OVERFLOW predicted the shock
to be slightly forward of the shock predicted by
CFL�D�

����� E�ect of Viscous Model
CFL�D was run with SA fully turbulent on the

WB�m� overset case with CL � ���� both in the
code#s �typical� operational mode of thin layer in
the body�normal direction �t��� as well as with thin
layer in all three directions �t��� These were case
numbers ���� and ����� To achieve CL � ���� the t�
case required � � ������� whereas t� required � �
������� The resulting drag coe�cients were di�erent
by only ��� counts� with t� higher� Although not
shown� surface pressure coe�cients were very similar
between the two cases�

At a �xed angle of attack of � � ������ with SA
transition speci�ed� CFL�D was again run on the
overset WB�m� grid in t� and t� modes �case num�
bers ���� and ������ Here� the resulting t� lift co�
e�cient was higher than that for t� by ������� and
the t� drag coe�cient was higher than that for t� by
��� counts� Surface pressure coe�cients at two span
stations are shown in Fig� �	� There are only small
di�erences visible in the �gure�

OVERFLOW was used to determine the di�er�
ences between t� and full Navier�Stokes for both the
WB�m� and WBNP�m� cases at CL � ���� using SA
fully turbulent� For WB�m� �case numbers ���� and
������ the angle of attack was � � ����	�� for t�
and ������ for full� The drag coe�cient for full was
higher than that for t� by ��	 counts� For WBNP�m�
�case numbers ���� and ���	�� the angle of attack was
��	�	� for t� and ����� for full� The drag coe�cient
for full was higher than that for t� by ��� counts�
The biggest noticeable change between t� and full
in the �ow�elds occurred in the wing�root�juncture
region of separated �ow� Plots showing the upper
surface streamlines and bounding isosurface of re�
verse �ow for WBNP using t� and full are shown
in Figs� �� and ��� respectively� The full solution
yielded a signi�cantly larger bubble than the t� so�
lution� The reverse �ow region inboard of the pylon
�not shown� was not a�ected as much� Although
not shown� for WB the full solution also yielded a
larger wing�root separation bubble than the t� so�
lution� but the di�erence was not as pronounced as
for WBNP�
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OVERFLOW was also used to evaluate the e�ect
of t� vs� full for WB�m� with the SST turbulence
model �case numbers ���� and ������ The angle of
attack was � � ������� for t� and ������� for full�
The drag coe�cient for full was nearly the same as
that for t� �only ��� drag counts higher�� It is inter�
esting to note the e�ect of t� vs� full on the angle
of attack necessary to achieve CL � ���� This e�ect
is shown using OVERFLOW on the overset WB�m�
grid for both SA and SST in Fig� ��� The dashed
line shows part of the SA �transition speci�ed� CL��
curve� given earlier in Fig� ��� and the square sym�
bols represent the experimental data� Computing
with fully turbulent as opposed to transition spec�
i�ed shifted the result somewhat to the right� and
using full as opposed to t� shifted the result to the
right even further� Furthermore� both SST results
were to the right of the SA results� This �gure in�
dicates that part of the reason for lift overprediction
may be due to choice of turbulence model and vis�
cous model� However� comparisons should be made
between experiment and transition�speci�ed compu�
tations� In this context� the lift would still be over�
predicted by as much as CL � ���� using SST and
full Navier�Stokes� Surface pressure coe�cients at
two representative span stations in Fig� �� show only
relatively small e�ects between the four cases� The
biggest change in shock position at �y�B � �����
was due to SST �further aft� vs� SA �further for�
ward�� t� vs� full had very little e�ect�

� Summary and Conclusions

In summary� the two CFD codes OVERFLOW
and CFL�D were used to quantify CFD variations
for a wing�body �WB� and wing�body�nacelle�pylon
�WBNP� DLR�F	 con�guration used in the second
drag prediction workshop �DPW�II� sponsored by
AIAA� Comparisons were also made with experi�
ment� In general� lift was overpredicted for both WB
and WBNP� and drag was underpredicted for WB
and overpredicted �at low angles� for WBNP� The
reason for lift overprediction� which almost all CFD
methods presented at the DPW�II workshop had in
common� is not known� Trends in CD were over�
predicted by ��
�� drag counts ���
���� at lower
lift levels �CL � ����� At the target condition of
CL � ���� CD was overpredicted by between ��

�	 counts� This study demonstrated that performing
the CFD calculation at the same angle�of�attack as
experiment resulted in good comparisons with wing
surface pressures� but matching lift �CL � ���� did
not�

Grid density studies performed at the CL � ���
condition were not de�nitive� The ��to�� grids were

of poor quality and inconsistently re�ned� so no �rm
conclusions were possible� The overset grids were
of higher quality� but produced inconsistent trends
between the two codes� indicating the likelihood that
the medium level grids of 	
�� million points still
were not �ne enough to produce results that lie in the
asymptotic range for second�order grid convergence
for these cases� However� by estimating trends� it
appears that the medium level grids were in error
by roughly �� drag counts from an in�nitely re�ned
grid�

Detailed studies of CFD variation due to mesh
type� turbulence model� transition� code� and vis�
cous model were performed� Many results were dis�
cussed� Here� some key points are summarized�

� A particular e�ect of grid was noted inboard of
the pylon for WBNP� using the SA turbulence
model� the poorer quality� less resolved ��to��
grids yielded no separation� whereas the overset
grids predicted large separation� The ��to�� re�
sults were in better agreement with experiment�
but for the wrong reasons�

� In CFL�D� turbulence models had e�ects on the
wing�root separation bubble size� SA predicted
the largest bubble� EASM�ko the smallest�

� In CFL�D� the SST turbulence model consis�
tently predicted lower drag than SA and EASM�
ko� Across the drag polar� variation in CD was
�
�� counts� In OVERFLOW� there was less of
a di�erence between SA and SST drag levels�

� With one exception� using �transition speci�ed�
gave lower CD than �fully turbulent� by �
��
counts�

� Within the range tested� at a �xed angle of at�
tack CFL�D yielded consistently lower CL than
OVERFLOW by as much as ����	� drag was
at most �� counts di�erent� and moment coe��
cient was at most ������ di�erent�

� The viscous model �thin vs� full Navier�Stokes�
had its most noticeable e�ect on the wing�root
separated region� full Navier�Stokes predicted a
larger bubble� The e�ect on drag was at most
� drag counts� The maximum e�ect of t� vs� t�
was similar�

As a �nal summary plot� Fig� �� shows the maxi�
mum variation in drag count due to each of �ve cat�
egories evaluated at CL � ��� �Case I�� Note that all
of these results arise from computations on medium
level grids �approximately 	
� million grid points
for WB and �
�� million grid points for WBNP��
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As mentioned above� the medium level grids were
possibly as much as �� drag counts in error from an
in�nitely re�ned grid�

If all of these variations were additive� then the
total variation due to the CFD sources of grid
type� code� turbulence model� transition� and vis�
cous model could be as much as �� drag counts
�for WBNP� on a medium�level grid Realistically�
of course� the e�ects would not all be additive�
Also� the e�ect of transition probably should not be
counted� because if the CFD codes were run all fully
turbulent or all �xed transition� then variations due
to this parameter would be very small� Nonethe�
less� from this study it is easy to see why the drag
prediction workshops have shown variations among
participants of as much as ��
�� drag counts�

Clearly� some variation in CFD results should al�
ways be expected� In order to meet the application#s
needs� the challenge is to understand and quantify
this variation� and then use it to gain con�dence in
the predictions� This task is di�cult to accomplish
on complex cases� future workshops using simpler
�unit problems� could help to better isolate individ�
ual causes� Assessment of variation will be partic�
ularly important as we begin to tackle increasingly
complex �ows outside of normal cruise conditions�
including �ows with larger regions of separation�
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Figure �� WBNP con�guration� showing
�transition�speci�ed� regions �shaded� and lo�
cations of wing pressure taps�

Figure �� Locations of pressure taps on the nacelle�

Figure �� Summary plot of CFD �transition spec�
i�ed� compared to experiment� CL vs� angle of at�
tack�
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Figure �� Summary plot of CFD �transition speci�
�ed� compared to experiment� CL vs� CD drag polar�

Figure �� Summary plot of CFD �transition speci�
�ed� compared to experiment� CL vs� CM �
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Figure 	� Typical surface pressure comparison for WB�m�� showing e�ect of matching lift vs� matching
angle�of�attack� CFL�D� overset grid� SA� transition speci�ed�
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Figure �� Typical surface pressure comparison for WBNP�m�� showing e�ect of matching lift vs� matching
angle�of�attack� CFL�D� overset grid� SA� transition speci�ed�
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Figure �� E�ect of grid on drag coe�cient at CL �
���� SA� fully turbulent�

Figure �� Section of WBNP�m� grid near �y�B �
������ showing non�smoothness� non�orthogonality�
and sudden grid spacing changes�

Figure ��� E�ect of grid on angle�of�attack needed
to achieve CL � ���� SA� fully turbulent�
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Figure ��� E�ect of grid on surface pressure coe��
cient for WB�CL � ���� OVERFLOW� overset grids�
SA� fully turbulent�

Figure ��� WBNP�m� wing surface pressures at
�y�B � ������ CL � ���� SA� fully turbulent�

Figure ��� WBNP�m� nacelle surface pressure coef�
�cients CL � ���� SA� fully turbulent�
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Figure ��� WBNP�m� streamlines on the underside
of the wing near the inboard nacelle� CFL�D� overset
grid� SA� fully turbulent�

Figure ��� WBNP�m� streamlines on the underside
of the wing near the inboard nacelle� CFL�D� ��to��
grid� SA� fully turbulent�

Figure �	� View of overset WBNP�m� surface grid
near inboard pylon region�

Figure ��� View of ��to�� WBNP�m� surface grid
near inboard pylon region�
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Figure ��� E�ect of turbulence model on sur�
face pressure coe�cient for WBNP�m�� CL � ����
CFL�D� ��to�� grid� fully turbulent�

Figure ��� Wing root separation bubble width and
length� CL � ���� CFL�D on ��to�� medium grids�
fully turbulent�

Figure ��� Drag polar showing e�ect of turbulence
model for WB�m�� CFL�D� ��to�� grid� transition
speci�ed�
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Figure ��� E�ect of fully turbulent vs� transi�
tion speci�ed on surface pressure coe�cient for
WBNP�m�� CL � ���� OVERFLOW� overset grid�
SA�

Figure ��� E�ect of code� CL vs� angle of at�
tack� overset medium grids� SA� transition speci�ed
�WBNP results shifted up ��� for clarity��

Figure ��� E�ect of code� CL vs� CD drag polar�
overset medium grids� SA� transition speci�ed�
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Figure ��� E�ect of code� CL vs� CM � overset
medium grids� SA� transition speci�ed �WBNP re�
sults shifted up ��� for clarity��

Figure ��� E�ect of code on surface pressure coe��
cient for WB�m�� CL � ���� overset grid� SA� fully
turbulent�

Figure �	� E�ect of viscous model �t� vs� t�� on
surface pressure coe�cient for WB�m�� � � ������
CFL�D� overset grid� SA� transition speci�ed�
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Figure ��� Streamlines and bounding isosurface
of reverse �ow in the wing�root�juncture region for
WBNP�m�� CL � ���� OVERFLOW� SA� fully tur�
bulent� thin�layer ��direction �t���

Figure ��� Streamlines and bounding isosurface
of reverse �ow in the wing�root�juncture region for
WBNP�m�� CL � ���� OVERFLOW� SA� fully tur�
bulent� full N�S�

Figure ��� E�ect of viscous model using SA and
SST for WB�m�� CL vs� angle of attack� overset grid�
OVERFLOW�
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Figure ��� E�ect of viscous model on surface
pressure coe�cient using SA and SST for WB�m��
OVERFLOW� CL � ���� fully turbulent�

Figure ��� Summary of various e�ects on drag at
CL � ��� �Case I�� using medium grids�
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Table �� Case Number Designations for Case I � CL � ���� �fully turbulent�

Code Visc� Turb� WB�c� WB�m� WB�f� WBNP�c� WBNP�m� WBNP�f�
model model

C��to� t� SA ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��	
C��to� t� SST ��� ���
C��to� t� EASM�ko ��� ����

C�overset t� SA ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���	 �not done�
O�overset t� SA ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
O�overset t� SST ���� ����
O�overset full SA ���� ���	
C�overset t� SA ����
O�overset full SST ����

Table �� Case Number Designations for Case II � Drag Polar� �transition speci�ed�

Code Visc� Turb� Case �� �� ���� �� � � ��� ����
model model deg deg deg deg deg deg deg deg

C��to� t� SA WB�m� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��	 ��� ����
C��to� t� SST WB�m� ��� ��� ���� ���� ����
C��to� t� EASM�ko WB�m� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

C�overset t� SA WB�m� ���	 ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
C�overset t� SA WB�m� ����
O�overset t� SA WB�m� ���� ���� ���� ���	 ���� ���� ����

C��to� t� SA WBNP�m� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���	
C�overset t� SA WBNP�m� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
O�overset t� SA WBNP�m� ���� ���� ���	 ���� ���� ���� ����

Table �� Case Number Designations for Case III � CL � ���� �transition speci�ed�

Code Visc� Turb� WB�m� WBNP�m�
model model

C��to� t� SA ��� ���
C�overset t� SA ��� ���
O�overset t� SA ��� ��	
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Table �� Summary of Grids

Grid Type Field nodes �millions� Field cells �millions� Zones

WB�c� ��to�� ���� ���� ��
WB�m� ��to�� 	��� ���� ��
WB�f� ��to�� ����� ���� ��

WBNP�c� ��to�� ���� ���� ��
WBNP�m� ��to�� ���� ���� ��
WBNP�f� ��to�� ����� ����� ��

WB�c� overset ���� ���� ��
WB�m� overset 	��	 	��� ��
WB�f� overset ����� ����� ��

WBNP�c� overset ���� ���� ��
WBNP�m� overset ����� ����� ��
WBNP�f� overset ����� ����� ��

Table �� Force and Moment Results for Case I

Case �� deg CL CMy CDp CDv CDtot Notes

��� ������ ����� ������� ����	�� ������� ������	
��� ����	� ����� ������	 �����	� ������� �������
��� ������ ����� ������	 ������	 ������	 �������
��� ������ ����� ������� ������� ����	�� �������
��� ��	��� ����� ������� ������� ������� �������
��	 ������ ����� ������� ������� ������� �������
��� ������ ����� ������� ������� ������� �������
��� ������ ����� ������� ������� ������	 ������	
��� ������ ����� ������� ������� ������	 �����	�
���� ������ ����� ������� ������	 ������� �������
���� ���	�� ����� ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ������ ����� ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ������ ����� ������� ������� ������� ������� dcl������dcd�������dcm�����
���� ������ ����� ������� ����	�� ����	�� ������� dcl������dcd�������dcm�����
���� ������ ����� ������	 ������� ������� ������� dcl������dcd�������dcm�����
���	 � � � � � � not done
���� ������ ����� ������� ����	�� ������� �������
���� ����	� ����� ������� ������� ������� �������
���� �����	� ����� �����	� ������� ������	 ������� dcd������
���� ��		�� ����� ������� ������� ����	�� ����	�� dcd������
���� ��	�	� ����� ������� ������	 ����	�� �������
���� ������ ����� ������� ������� ������� ������	 dcl������dcd�������dcm�����
���� ������ ����� ������	 ������� ������� �������
���� �����	 ����� ������� ������� ������� ������	
���� ������ ����� ������� ������� ������	 �������
���	 ������ ����� ������� ������� ������� �����	�
���� ������ ����� ������	 ������	 ������� �������
���� ������ ����� �����	� ����	�� ������� ������� dcd������
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Table 	� Force and Moment Results for Case II

Case �� deg CL CMy CDp CDv CDtot Notes

��� ����� ����	� ����	�� ����	�	 ������� �������
��� ����� ���	�� ������� ������� ������� �������
��� ����� �����	 ������� ������� ������� �������
��� ����� �����	 ������� ������� ������� �������
��� ���� ������ �����	� ������� �����	� �������
��	 ���� ��	��� ������� ������� ������� �������
��� ���� ��	��� ������� ����	�� ������� �����	�
��� ����� ����	� ������� ����	�� ������� �������
��� ����� ������ ������� ������� ������� ������	
���� ���� ����	� ������� ������	 ������� ����	�	
���� ���� ��		�� ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ����� ������ ������� ����	�� ������� �������
���� ����� ������ ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ���� ������ ������� ������� �����	� �������
���� ���� ��	��	 ������� ����	�� ������� �������
���	 ����� ������ ������� ����	�� ������� �������
���� ����� ������ ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ����� ����	� ������� ������	 ������� ������	
���� ����� �����	 ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ���� ������ ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ���� ��	��	 ������� ������� �����	� ������	
���� ���� ��	��� ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ����� ������ ������� ����	�� ������� �������
���� ����� ���	�� ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ����� ������ ������� ������� ������� �������
���	 ����� ������ ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ���� ������ ������� ������	 ������� �������
���� ���� ��	��� ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ���� ��	��� ������	 ����	�� �����	� �������
���� ����� ������ ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ����� ������ ����	�� ������� ������� �������
���� ����� ������ ����	�	 ������� ������� �������
���� ����� �����	 �����	� ������� ������� �������
���� ���� ������ ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ���� ���	�� ������� ������� ������� ����	�� dcl������dcd�������dcm�����
���	 ���� ��	��� ������� ������	 ������� ������� dcl������dcd�������dcm�����
���� ����� ������ ����	�� ������� ������� ������� dcl������dcd�������dcm�����
���� ����� ������ ������� ������� ������� ������� dcl������dcd�������dcm�����
���� ����� ������ ������� ������� ������� ������� dcl������dcd�������dcm�����
���� ����� ������ ������� ������� ������� ������� dcl����	�dcd�������dcm�����
���� ���� ������ ������� ������� ������� ������� dcl������dcd�������dcm�����
���� ���� ������ ������� ������� ������� ������� dcl������dcd�������dcm�����
���� ���� ����	� ������� ������� ������� ������� dcl������dcd�������dcm�����
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Table 	� Force and Moment Results for Case II �continued�

Case �� deg CL CMy CDp CDv CDtot Notes

���� ����� ������ ����	�� ������	 ������� ������� dcd������
���� ����� ����	� �����		 ������� ������� ������� dcd������
���	 ����� ������ ������� ������� ������� ������� dcd������
���� ����� �����	 ������� ������� ������� ������� dcd������
���� ���� ������ ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ���� ������ ������� �����	� ������� �������
���� ���� ��	��� ������� ������� ������� �������
���� ���� ������ ������	 ������� �����	� �������
���� ���� ������ �����	� ������� ������� �������
���� ���� ������ ������� ������	 ������� �������
���� ���� ������ ������� ����	�� ������� ������	
���� ���� ���	�� ������	 ������� ������� �������

Table �� Force and Moment Results for Case III

Case �� deg CL CMy CDp CDv CDtot Notes

��� ������� ����� �����	� ������	 �����	� �������
��� ������ ����� ������� ������� ������� �������
��� ������ ����� ������� ������� ������	 �����	�
��� ���	�� ����� ������� ������� ������� ������� dcl������dcd�������dcm�����
��� ������� ����� ������� ������� ������� �������
��	 ��	��� ����� ������� ������� ������� �����	� dcd������
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